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alexamini lf sup 7.1.1 has
the same features as the

previous release, but
additionally supports the
new codex compact drive
2tb, codex compact drives
1tb that were updated for
new firmware in alexa35,

and all compact drives 1tb
that are shipped following
the release of this sup.a
brief overview of sup 7.1
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features can be found
below. a more detailed

description and updating
instructions can be found

in the release notes, which
are available in the

download section.for
completeness, we also list
below the main features of

the previous releases
alexamini lf sup 7.0 and 7.

alexamini lf sup 7.0.2
supports the entire 2tb
codex compact drive

product range shipped
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following the release of
alexa35 and all new

compact drives, and also
allows for adjustment of

firmware versions for
supported compact drives
using the option "update

firmware".a brief overview
of sup 7.2 features can be

found below. a more
detailed description and
updating instructions can
be found in the release

notes, which are available
in the download section.for
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completeness, we also list
below the main features of

the previous releases
alexamini lf sup 7.1 and

7.2 features of alexamini lf
sup 7.0.1 are as follows: -
supports all compact drive
product lines shipped with
alexa35 or later firmware -

allows for adjustment of
firmware versions for

supported compact drives
using the option "update

firmware" - compact drives
4tb capable of updating
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firmware up to alexa45 can
be supported following the
release of alexa45 features

of alexamini lf sup 7.0.2
are as follows: - supports
the entire codex compact

drive product range
shipped with alexa35 or

later firmware - allows for
adjustment of firmware
versions for supported

compact drives using the
option "update firmware" -

compact drives 4tb
capable of updating
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firmware up to alexa45 can
be supported following the

release of alexa45
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